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On Taking the Helm
I am honored and

pleased to begin my

duties as president of

our organization, the

AAHABV The

footsteps left by my

predecessors are

indeed large, and I'll

need the help and support of all

AAHABV members in order to carry on

in their uadition.

I'm very pleased thar we have such a

wonderful and talented board. Dr.

Caroline Schaffer has finished her term

as immediate past president, but I hope

she'll continue to offer the benefit of

her experience and wisdom. Dr. John

Wright is immediate past president, and

I'll depend on him for lots of coaching.

Dr. John ew is President-elect and I

look forward to his contributions to the

board discussions and leadership. Dr.

James Harris continues on the board, as

does Dr. Gail Golab, both active

members with a lot to contribute. I'm

vety pleased and excited to have our

new newsletter editor, Dr. Alice

W hat is MU's Center for the Study of Animal Wellness? CSAW is

a virtual center, a broad multifaceted, collaborative concept and

an integral part of the College ofVeterinary Medicine (CVM). The pillars

are teaching, healing, research, and leadership. They fit nicely with the

University's missions ofTeaching, Research, and ervice. It seems appro

priate for it to be in the geographical center of the US, especially since the

University of Missouri-Columbia is one of the few places in the narion

with a veterinary school, nursing school, and medical school. MU has

been promoting a "One Medicine" concept since at leasr the early 1970's

andCSAWis

the first of a

series of close

collaborative

programs

between the

CVM and the

Sinclair School

of ursing

( 0 ). The

key to this

collaboration i Dr. Rebecca Johnson, an endowed profe or in the

SSO , adjunct faculty in the department of medicine and surgery and

the As ociate Director of Research for C AW More importantly, to me,

she is my friend. The exchange goes both ways since 1, Richard Meadows,

have been honored with an adjunct faculty tatus in the SSO . In

addition, C AW has collaborative ties with the Center on Aging, the

Center for the Prevention ofInactivity Related Di eases, the move at MU

Continued on page 7
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Greetings From the
University of Missouri

I suspect some people just opening up

this issue of the AAHABV Newsletter

turned journal (for at least this issue)

are wondering exactly that. Mea Culpa.

I, like our immediate past president and

our neWly elected president, am

interested in increasing the numbers of

AAHABV members and making the

newsletter look more appealing to

potential new members. By being more

appealing to the eye and more readable

we hope to interest more potential new

members. I feel if we can just get them

to give our organization a look that they

will want to belong. I have had the

benefit of considerable professional and

creative assistance from our college

editor, Randy Mertens, and Associate

Dean C.B. Chastain. I thank them for

their support.

What Happened Here?

are finally becoming widely known

and accepted by the general

public. We need many more well

designed, hypothesis-driven,

replicated "hard-science" studies that

explore the mechanisms of the

beneficial effects of human-animal

interactions to have widespread

(mainstream) acceptance of the value

of animal-assisted activities and

animal-assisted therapies (AAAfT) in

the scientific and human medical

fields. It is this thought that drove my

research partner (Dr. Rebecca

Johnson) and me to act on Dean

Kornegay's original dream and start

developing the Center for the Study of

Animal Wellness (CSAW). I will spend

the rest of my space here telling you

what has happened, what we are

working on and where we intend to go

with CSAW.

I feel that

same

excitement

about my

current

position here at MU. The biggest problem

I have from day to day is how to take

advantage of the opportunities that are

continually presented to me simply by

virtue of being in this academic setting. It

excites and humbles me to have even a

small role in training and influencing the

next generation of veterinarians. I spend

most of my days with them and I feel that

most of the students really "get it" in terms

of the role our profession plays in the

human-animal bond (HAB). I believe it is

imperative that we all play whatever role

we can in teaching and/or reminding the

general public, our colleagues and future

colleagues about the value of associating

with animals. I believe awareness of the

importance of companion animals to the

general public has increased dramatically

since I was a

child and

many of the

details about

the impor

tance of the

HAB that I

was taught in

school by Dr.

Bill

McCullough

The human-animal bond
personified. My daughter
Hope and our family dog

Ducky.

Hello, allow me to introduce

myself, Richard Meadows,

from the College of Veterinary Medi

cine at the University of Missouri

Columbia. As a relative newcomer to

the AAHABV, I am honored to serve as

the guest editor for this issue of the

newsletter. It is especially exciting to be

allowed to fill this newsletter in with my

own thoughts about our program here

in Columbia.

Veterinary medicine is a well

respected profession and I consider

myself fortunate to be a veterinarian. I

grew up around a mixed animal

veterinary clinic in a small town in the

panhandle of Texas. Dr. Kenneth

Royse worked me hard but he also

served as a mentor and "second

father." He taught me about the art and

science of his profession. More

importantly, he taught me valuable

lessons about relating to animals and

people and made me aware that

veterinary medicine profoundly

affects people also. I loved every

minute of it, did not consider it

work and I even got paid. What a

deal!
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Continuing Education Committee

President:
Guy C. Hancock
51. Petersburg, FL
(727) 341-3731
hancockg@email.spjc.cc.fl.us

President·Elect:
John New
Knoxville, TN
(865) 974-5721
jnew@utk.edu

Recent and Upcoming Events

The Role ofAnimals in Human Wellness
Dr. Johannes Odendaal
University of Missouri-Columbia
October 10-16, 2001

Tufts Animal Expo
October 10-13, 2001
Boston, MA.
For more information: http://tuftsanimalex:po.com
Or call 1-800-642-9429. Carol Miller, Regi (far

Equine Behavior Symposium 2001
October 6, 2001
University of California, Davis
Speakers:
Sharon Spier, DVM PhD, Dip!. ACVIM
Robert M. Miller, DVM
Sophia Yin, DVM
Richard Winters
Contact: Sharee Shields at 530-752-0292.

Alice Villalobos
Hermosa Beach, CA 90254
DRALlCEV@aol.com'

Gail Golab, James Harris
and Marie Suthers-McCabe

Immed. Past Pres:
John Wright
51. Paul, MN
(612) 626-1280
wrigh008@maroon.tc.umn.edu

The Pet Prescription
February 12, 2002
Las Vegas, NY
MGM Grand Hotel
Sponsored by Veterinary Pet
Insurance and
VPI Skeeter Foundation with
special assistance from the Delta

ociety and Vet One

For more information:
http://www.cvffi.missouri.edu/
animals/

Newsletter Editor-in-Chief:

Board Members:

Secretary·Treasurer:
Sally Walshaw
East Lansing, MI
(517) 353-9707
walshaw@pilol.msu.edu

• To further veterinary awarene s of the human-animal bond

• To further scientific progress in the area of the human-animal bond

• To further educational opportunities in the area of the human-animal bond

• To encourage veterinary participation in human-animal bond activities with related

organizations and disciplines to explore the potential for establi hing a veterinary

specialty in the area of the human-animal bond

Established in July 1993,

THE OBJECTIBES OF THEAAHABV ARE:

Ifyou have any questions or wish
to suggest a name, topic,
or theme to our list, please contact
Dr. John Wright, AAHABV C.E.
Committee Chair at (612) 626-1280
or email to: wrigh008@tc.umn.edu.

Kathy Mitchener, DVM
Alice Villalobos, DVM
Marie Struthers-McCabe, DVM
John New, DVM, PhD
Janet Scarlett, DVM, PhD
Patricia Olson, DVM, PhD
Argus Center (Laurel Lagoni, MS)
Susan Cohen, MSW

John Wright, DVM

The American Association of Human-Animal Bond
Veterinarians has established a continuing education committee
with the purpose of enhancing the maximization of the role of
veterinarians in the area of the human-animal bond. This
committee acts in an advisory role to organizations and
associations that provide continuing education for the veteri
nary community at a local, regional, national, and international
level.

The committee maintains a list ofveterinarians and non
veterinarians that have proven to be excellent speakers on
various topics as well as themes for continuing education in the
area of the human-animal bond. Members of this committee
include the following veterinarians and non-veterinarians:

AAHABV Continuing Education Committee
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Teaching, Leadership & Service
The Center for the Study of Animal Well ness

at the University of Missouri (CSAW)
Continued from page 1

to achieve comprehensive cancer center starus and others.

The SSO has a major initiative named the Tiger Place

Residential Facility. Ground breaking will occur on October

29,2001. In this "aging in place" center for seniors the

residents will live in a "self contained" housing complex where

care and needed ervices will be brought to them. A major

point of pride for Rebecca and me is that these residents will be

able to keep their animals, unlike many people

across the nation that have had to give up their

valued companions when they moved into

assisted living facilities. Tiger Place will be a

major reaching, research and service site with

the entire campus bringing services to them.

CSAWaims to celebrare and berrer

document the benefits of the human-animal

bond, enhance the education on the human

animal bond, promote wellness via the human

animal bond, foster a wellness versu disease

directed approach to medicine and proactively

address major pet-related ocietal problems

such as euthanasia in shelters across the nation. Wellness is

more than the absence of disease. It i about quality oflife,

feeling joy and being productive. Prevention is cenual to

maintaining wellness. Prevention can be described in terms of

primary, econdary and tertiary prevention. Veterinary medi

cine is quite familiar with primary prevention (e.g., vaccina

tions, suategic deworming, spays and neuters, behavior

training, targeted nuuition and pre-adoption counseling of

owner about appropriate pets for particular life styles, etc.).

Secondary prevention is about maximizing treatment regimen.

For example, in Diabetes mellitus it is important to make sure

the owner(s) know how much insulin to give as well as how,

when and where to give it to prevent hypoglycemia or diabetic

ketoacidosis. Tertiary prevention is about maximizing the

quality of life considering a given state ofhealth. Hospice (or

Pawspice) are examples of tertiary prevention as is a drug

(called QuadramerR) developed by the veterinary college and

the medical school here at MU. This compound can palliate

the excruciating pain of osteosarcoma.

Since "study" is in the name of our center, it should be no

surprise to find that we aim to carry on hypothesis-driven

research. Our current research projects are listed below.

The Hand and Paw Study: Animal Assisted Activity and Anxiety

among Radiation Therapy Patients: A MU Interdisciplinary

Randomized Clinical Trial (Funded by the University of Missouri

Columbia Comprehensive Cancer Center Seed Grant).

Physiological Basis for the Human Animal Bond (Funded by the VPI

Skeeter Foundation)

Ethnic Elders, Pet Attachment, Health &Well-Being (Funded by The

University of Iowa College of Nursing Gerontological

Nursing Interventions Research Center and soon to be

published)

Planned studies

Pet Relinquishment in Elder's Relocation: Policy and

Practice

Last, but not least, is our planned Shelter

Medicine Initiative. Dr. Johnson named this the

HOPE program in honor of my youngest

daughter of the same name. We are in the grant

writing stage with this program. If/when we

receive the anticipated external funding this course will serve

multiple purposes. It will seek to increase veterinary srudent

knowledge about the very different world of shelter medicine.

By doing so, we hope to diminish or remove some of the

antagonism that has historically existed between "mainstream"

veterinary medicine and shelters. Physical exams, parasite

screening and treatment, spays and neuters, dental care and

preventative procedures (e.g., juvenile pubic symphysiodesis

and belt-loop gastrotomies) will be performed for local and

regional no-kill shelters and surrounding rural shelters. This

program will be a blend between the new shelter medicine

program at the University of California at Davis and the spay/

neuter programs at Texas A&M and the University of Minne

sota. As planned, it would teach surgical skills to aU of the MU

CVM graduates.

Overall, the outcomes of the HOPE program are that it will

greatly enhance the adoptability of at least 1,700 animals per

year, provide critically needed surgical experience for veterinary

students, and provide major assistance to rural animal shelters



across a wide area of the State of Missouri. In addition, it will

teach, by word and deed, the merits and specifics of responsible

pet care to pet owners throughout the State. In another

collaboration, somewhat akin to our PetSafe program, we hope

to transfer a faculty member (Michael R. Gillingham) from the

MU law school into the college of veterinary medicine's HOPE

program. Michael founded and coordinates the National

Animal Cruelry Investigation School. This program provides

training programs to law officers, animal control and humane

society officers both

nationally and internation

ally. The program trains

these officials how to safely

capture animals and how to

properly accumulate

evidence needed to

successfully prosecute

animal abuse cases.

Pet Safe

When I came to MU

just over two years ago

Columbia Assistant Prosecuting Attorney Connie Sullivan, Ron

Haffey, administrator of the Veterinary Medicine Teaching

Hospital, Deputy Rene Atkins, Boone County Deputy Sheriff

and others had developed a working relationship when a series

of animal abuse cases resulted in the subpoena of several

VMTH records. Ms. Sullivan had noted that in some cases of

spousal abuse, the wife (and/or children) would not leave the

premises in fear thar a pet might incur the wrath of the

husband. They all felt ir would be invaluable to have a safe

place that would accept the pets on an emergency basis and

keep them for a short period of time.

When Mr. Haffey first proposed the idea for the program,

he learned that the MU Pet Assisted Love and Support (PALS)

group was studying a similar establi hed program at Purdue

Universiry. Before I even arrived on campus the idea was

discussed with me to see if! had an intere t in this idea.

Basically, all I had to do was say "Yes, I will be the faculty

sponsor and director."

Our Pet afe program is intended to give shelter, attention

and medical care to pets of people in abusive situation. It i

also designed to accommodate pets displaced by natural

disasters and emergencies, uch as tornadoes and house fire .

Our aim is to give pet-owning individuals who have experi-

Fjv~

enced tragedy and/or abuse peace of mind by providing a

temporary safe place for animals at no charge while they seek

more permanent solutions. To our knowledge, one unique

feature of the MU PetSafe program is that appropriate govern

ment or social agencies must refer animals. This was imple

mented to assure that the appropriate local agencies are aware

of a domestic violence disturbance. I am pleased to say several

veterinarians in private practice have called me to ask how to

start a similar program in their own locale.

Pet Assisted Love and Support

(PALS)

PALS was started at MU in

1994 by Theresa Bruemmer, a

veterinary student at the MU

College ofVeterinary Medi

cIne. ix of her classmates

joined in the effort with

Theresa. Currently, students,

staff, faculty, or their spouses

take their personal pets to

hospitals and senior citizens

centers. Experienced PALS' members coach new teams on how

to interrelate with patients. Volunteers are required to commit

to a one-year rerm.

The volunteer organization has strict behavioral guidelines

for working with children, the sick, and the elderly. To qualifY,

animals must pass a PALS' behavioral training program. The

program stresses reliable obedience. All pet must be current on

all vaccinations, free of all internal and external parasites,

attend PALS training ses ions, and pass a behavioral and

physical screening. In fact, as of last year, all dogs must now

achieve AKC Good Citizen titles.

Today there are almost two-dozen PALS' teams with

connection to almost every hospital and institution around

Columbia. Additional requests for visits come in almost every

week. In the past five year , hundreds of patients and clients

have experienced a PALS' visit.

President: Liz ugano, VM-3

Vice President: Tara Brooks, VM-2

Treasurer: Alicia Guarino, VM-2

ecrerary: Mayuri Chhotu, VM-2

Faculty Advisor: Dr. Richard Meadows
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Odendaal & Lehmann
The MU - South African Connection

A well-established and successful group ofscientists across the

campus at the University of Missouri are studying the neural

basis of behavior at the systems, cellular. and molecular levels. This

group is called the Neural Basis of Behavior Group (NBBG). Our

Dean, Dr. Joe '. Kornegay, and our enior practicing neurologist, Dr.

Dennis O'Brien, are both member. The BBG has stated "One of

the mosr important areas of neuro cience concerns the question of

how neural system acquire informarion from the environment and

control behavior" Oen, 1999). Of similar importance to our studies

on the beneficial health effects of the human animal bond (HAB) is

the v ry basic qu tion. How do the pleasant, emotional

interaction(s) with companion animal result in improved

mental and physical health? Pre ently, toO little is known of the

biological (psychoneuroimmunological) mechani m connecting

mind and body ro scientifically answer this basic question.

We believe that understanding the biological bases of human

animal relationships i an essential but incomplete picture for

clinical medicine. Basic and applied science should benefit via

collaborative work, further delineating and maximizing the

behavioral basis of human animal interaction so that the

knowledge development pans the complete spectrum from the

molecular level to the level of patient. Dr. Johanne Odendaal

(an AAHAB member) and Dr. usan Lehmann, both on faculty at

Technikon Pretoria in Pretoria, outh Mrica have begun to fill in some

of the knowledge gaps. In groundbreaking (and breathtaking) studies

they have hown that among both humans and dogs, beneficial

hormonal changes occurred in beta endorphin , beta

phenylethylamine, prolactin, dopamine and oxytocin within 15

minutes ofa quiet interaction (Odendaal, 1999). In a pilot study

recently, they have begun to characterize the normalizing effects

animal-associated therapy has on amino acid precur ors of key

neurotransmitters in depressed people. We believe their work has

unlimited potential for advancement in both the human and

veterinary medical fields. It will move cience a ignificant step closer

ro understanding, broadly accepting and appropriately and efficiently

urilizing the chemical changes induced by the interaction between

humans and animals. These chemical hanges may have a crucial role

ro play in rreating a myriad of devastating chronic condition that

have been only parrially responsive ro conventional treatment. This

mind-body connection (psychoneuroimmunoJogy) has been docu

mented. to some extent, by other investigarors in fields ranging from

trearment of cancer. heart di ease. depre ion, arthritis, and los. of

cognitive function a ociated with aging, JUSt ro name a few.

Because of a lack of understanding of mechanism • the central

nervous system has been considered an isolared entity in rhe body,

ahhough meneal state is believed by many ro have a role in physical

health. Three paradigm-shifting studies have helped ro delineate the

connection between mind and body. Blalock and Smith (1981)

demonstrated that endorphins are produced by the immune system as

well as by the central nervous system. Felron, et.a1 (1985) documented

that the auronomic innervation of lymphoid tissues throughout the

body was found nOt only in the vasculature but also in parenchymal

areas in clo e association ro lymphocytes. Livnat, et.a1. (1985)

published evidence that lymphocytes contain active surface receprors

for neurotransmitters. These three studies, and many since then,

provide evidence of both the anaromical and

biochemical connections for a bi-directional

communication network. This network

allows for the physiological expression of

emotions. As noted above, Odendaal howed

that both humans and dogs benefited

neurohormonally within 15 minutes of a

quiet interaction. Conversely, social suessors

have been associated with immune suppres

sion in humans and animals. For example,

premature separation of the mother infant

dyad among weaned quirtel monkeys

Dr. Johannes Odendaal resulted in suppre ed immune

function (Coe, Lubach, & Ershler, 1989).

Drs. Odendaal and Lehmann have begun ro collaborate with Dr.

Johnson and me as part of the research arm of CSAW and as part of

our interactions with the BBG. In fact, our instirutions are soon to

enter a formal exchange program. We believe this international

collaboration between our universities will expand the depth and

breadth of training pos ibilities for graduate tudent, veterinary

re idents, and post-doctoral fellow from the already available

programs in sy tem , cellular and molecular neuro cience ro the mdy

and application of these proce ses, including therapeutic behavioral

modification at the bedside. As the BBG advance their program of

research in the areas ofgenetic basi of behaviors. endogenous

rhythms, behavioral therapy and neural modeling our collaborations

with the BBG will significancly strengthen their research by creating

linkages between behavior, endogenous rhythms, and neuroendocrine

mechanisms.

Our collaborative relationship with Dr. Odendaal will oon kick off

formally when he visir Columbia in October for a series oflectures in

the veterinary college. school of nur ing and on the main campus.

ome of these lecrure will be open to the general public and we are

very excited about hi vi it. Yes, you are invited!



ODE TO THE DOG ByRichardMeadows

It has been said that dogs are like children that just don't grow up. There are certainly many parallels.
For instance, dogs are often great companions. They are capable of unconditional, unquestioning love and can
be the source of much pleasure. They are capable of unabashed and infectious joy. Once taken in they are a
responsibility and they are needy. Like children, they can be shaped and molded with work and love. Especially
when young, they are trainable but if you don't train them they will train you. They respond to love and shrink
away from punishment. They can teach children and adults about how to take responsibility and they will thank
you for doing so. They depend upon their owners to care for them and we, as veterinarians, are here to help
with that considerable task. After they have given you a life-time of devotion, affection and pleasure you owe it
to them to prevent or end suffering and we can help you with that in a humane manner.

MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT
Continued from page 1

Villalobos, and our newest board member Dr. Marie

Suthers-McCabe. Finally, I'm very glad to see our Rock of

Gibralter in Dr. Sally Walshaw continuing in the position of

Secretary Treasurer.

Most of the plane ride home from the AVMA conven

tion was spent reflecting on where our organization is at the

present and where I would like to see us go. With your

permission I'll go over some of those thoughts here and

hope to gain your commitment to see them realized.

One of the first concerns is that the

AAHABV presently has fewer than 500

members, in spite of being in existence for

many years, enthusiastic and commiaed

leaders, the incredible support of Dr.

Chuck Wayner of Hill's Pet Products

underwriting membership of veterinarians

employed at Hills as well as other new

members, and VetOne which promoted

membership to attendees at several recent

national conferences. It has been pointed OUt by other that

most veterinarian's lives are so impacted by the human

animal bond that a majority

should be AAHABV members. However, we pre endy

number Ie than I% of the AVMA member hip. How can

that be?

One of my goals is to address this is ue and make a

significant improvement. In order to do that we need to

look at what amacts our present member hip, and think

about why we have not yet a((racted the non-members.

One observation is that a majority of our board members

are engaged in what we can call public practice. We

work at educational institutions or in organized

veterinary medicine. As an organization we have not

yet seemed relevant enough to veterinarians in private

practice. It appears to me as an area of interest within the

scope ofAAHABV that is very clinically relevant and

applicable to the majority of private practice veterinarians.

I hope to continue to emphasize this aspect of the human

animal bond and its application to serving both clients and

their animals as they near the end of their live .

Getting back to member hip, I appeal to each ofyou

reading this newsle((er to get a colleague to join the

AAHABV The dues are ridiculously low, and JUSt

reading the newsle((er will make a person feel good

about being a veterinarian. Promise me that will you

do thi ! It will make a huge difference to AAHABV!

It will be the start on our path to ge((ing a member

ship clo er to 5,000 than 500.

econdly, I want to ask for your help in strength

ening and reinforcing the connections between

AAHABV and veterinarians in private clinical

practice. I want to hear what the organization can

do to be more helpful to you. I also want to know how

you want to be involved in AAHABV For example, you

can submit tories to the new le((er about how you and

your Staff have gained from participation in human-animal

bond program and project. One ofAAHABV' func

tions is to facilitate communications. and the new le((er

and our web ite are excellent tool for this purpo e.

I look forward to a great year, with support and

guidance from you, the member, and with our terrific

board of talented and dedicated people.
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Human-Animal Bond Definition and Statement
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The human-animal bond is a mutually beneficial and dynamic

relationship between people and other animals that is influenced

by behaviors that are essential to the health and well being of

both.

This includes, but is not limited to, emotional, psychological,

and physical interactions of people, other animals and the

environment. The veterinarian's role in the

human-animal bond is to maximize the

potentials of this relationship between people

and other animals.

Statement from the AVMA Committee on The Human-Animal Bond

in]AVMA vol. 212 No. II, p 1675,]une 1, 1998
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